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Anevia and Evermedia Partner to Provide RMC Sport
Bouquets to Collectivities
Anevia, a leading provider of OTT and IPTV software solutions, signs a partnership with
system integrator EverMedia to distribute RMC Sport, films and series, and entertainment
bouquets in collectivities including hotels, hospitals and businesses.
SFR Resort Satellite's new offer was launched at Equip'Hotel in Paris last November. Customers
will benefit from premium content, including RMC Sport, the exclusive distribution rights of the
UEFA Champions League and Europa League for the next three years.
EverMedia relies on Anevia's Flamingo head-ends to offer premium channels to hotels and other
institutions that want to satisfy their increasingly demanding customers. Establishments already
equipped with Anevia's Flamingo head-ends can receive the new services of SFR Resort Satellite
by simply adding a module and an RMC Sport card.
According to Emmanuel Hardy, consultant at EverMedia, "The SFR Resort offer has proved a
clear success so far with our corporate customers - especially media and hotel groups. It’s also
great news that we now have an offer adapted to the healthcare market! The SFR Resort Satellite
offer, combined with the flexibility of ANEVIA equipment and transcoding functions, will open the
door to ever more mobile and comfortable solutions for our customers."
"We are excited to be working with EverMedia and providing the technology solution to deliver
SFR Resort Satellite's RMC Sport offering," said Ivonne Prugnaud, Anevia VP Sales Worldwide
Enterprise. "Our Flamingo solution is deployed in many hotels and hospitals throughout France.
Customers can now easily subscribe to this new entertainment package via EverMedia."

About Anevia
Anevia is a leading OTT and IPTV software provider of innovative multiscreen solutions for the
delivery of live TV, streaming video, time-shifted TV and video on demand services. The company
offers a comprehensive portfolio of video compression, multiscreen IPTV head-ends, Cloud DVR
and CDN solutions to enable viewers to enjoy a next-generation TV experience – anywhere,
anytime and on any screen - including 4K UHD content. The solutions have been widely adopted
by globally-renowned telecom and pay-TV operators, TV broadcasters and video service
providers in hospitality, healthcare and corporate businesses.
Founded in 2003, Anevia has a track record of being first to market with advanced video
technologies. The company is a member and active contributor to several TV, media and
hospitality industry associations. Headquartered in France, with regional offices in the USA, Dubai
and Singapore, Anevia is listed on the Paris Euronext Growth market.
For more information please visit www.anevia.com. www.anevia.com
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About EverMedia
EverMedia is a service company and a centre of expertise specialising in OTT and IPTV
technologies, offering design, project management and 24/7 support services on these
technologies.
When expertise is needed to design, build, broadcast and maintain interactive multimedia
installations, EverMedia's project managers and engineers help integrators and their end
customers in their projects to ensure the highest quality service.
Founded in 1996, EverMedia addresses public and private companies, hospitality and healthcare
to offer technologies that are advanced, appropriate, even more mobile, always easy to use and
reliable.
For more information, visit www.evermedia.tv.
Contact@evermedia.tv
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